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ENGLISH SOUL
ENGLISH CHANNEL X SOUL POSSESSION, BY BELONG TO ME 

Selling Friday, November 8th 
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MULTIPLE STAKES WINNER on DIRT

CONSISTENT:  10 'in the money' runs from 13 lifetime starts

Career-Best 83 Beyer & 71 Thoro-Graph in 2019 on TURF

Open Alw-N1X Eligible 

OVERVIEW

ENGLISH SOUL wins the East View Stakes by daylight. 



PAST PERFORMANCES

A 2-time STAKES WINNER on dirt, ENGLISH SOUL is running her 
career best figures on turf against open company this year as a 4-year-
old. 

A Fasig-Tipton Midlantic 2-Year-Olds in Training sale grad, ENGLISH 
SOUL was precocious and showed dirt speed to win by 14-lengths in 
her second lifetime start going 1-turn on dirt. She backed that up with 
another dominant, 7-length win in a NY-bred allowance to close out 
her 2-year-old season (Watch Replay). 

JUVENILE SEASON

SOPHOMORE  SEASON

In her 3-year-old debut, ENGLISH 
SOUL made her first start against 

Stakes company and finally found 
a fast track in the East View 

Stakes. In another wire-to-wire 
performance, ENGLISH SOUL 

cruised home to a 3-length victory 
over 3-time Stakes winner 

MIDNIGHT DISGUISE. 

(Watch Replay)

https://www.bloodhorse.com/horse-racing/race/usa/lrl/2019/9/28/6/shine-again-s-bt
https://www.bloodhorse.com/horse-racing/race/usa/aqu/2017/11/22/6/race-6-aoc-at-aqu-on-11-22-17
https://www.bloodhorse.com/horse-racing/race/usa/aqu/2018/1/14/8/east-view-s-bt


PAST PERFORMANCES CONT.

ENGLISH SOUL notched her 2nd 
lifetime Stakes win at none other 

than Saratoga         in the Fleet 
Indian going 2-turns on the dirt. 

Tracking right of the pace, ENGLISH 
SOUL surged to the front at the top 

of the lane and prevailed in a 
blanket finish of 4-horses across 

the wire (Watch Replay). 

In her 4-year-old season, ENGLISH SOUL has been running on the turf
against open company on the NYRA circuit. She's posted 3 seconds in 4
starts this year, including a 2nd at Saratoga where she ran her lifetime
best 83 Beyer/71 Thoro-Graph behind SW/G3P MASCHA (FR) while out-
finishing MG3P ALTEA (FR).

Already a 2-time Stakes Winner over the dirt against fellow NY-Breds, 
ENGLISH SOUL is still Alw-N1X eligible against open company and is 
running her career best figures over the turf as a 4-year-old. Consistent 
as they come (10x ITM from 13 starts), ENGLISH SOUL is still lightly-raced 
with the looks of much more to come. 

Her dual-surface talent leaves her future connections with a multitude of 
possible starts including the following Stakes schedule. 

4-YEAR-OLD YEAR

https://twitter.com/TVG/status/1033113541128028161


STAKES SCHEDULE

THORO-GRAPH

ENGLISH SOUL is already a 2-time Stakes 
winner as a 3-year-old and has been 
running her career-best Beyers and 
Thoro-Graphs as a 4-year-old. 

She paired 71 Thoro-Graphs against 
open company at Belmont and Saratoga 
and looks as if she should still improve. 

As a New York-bred, she is eligible to take 
advantage of the lucrative state-bred 
Stakes program across the NYRA circuit 
and Finger Lakes next year and her dual-
surface talent makes her eligible for over 

$1,400,000 in purses. 



LOOKING AHEAD

ENGLISH SOUL is a very exciting racing prospect who comes to 
the sale off of 3 career-best performances just 2 weeks before 
the sale. She is extremely versatile in surface and distance 
and already has her residual Black Type to keep in mind once 
she's been retired to the breeding-shed. She still holds her Alw-
N1X condition against open company and is eligible for over 
$1,400,000 in State-bred purses. 
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